Problem:
Planetary Batch Mixers are built to work hard. Regular use causes steel OEM scrapers to quickly wear, resulting in gaps between the walls, corners, and scrapers where raw materials accumulate and do not properly mix. This excess material leads to even higher wear rates, less output, more downtime for cleaning, and ultimately a reduction in quality of the batch.

Challenge:
Mixing concrete is harsh and abrasive on equipment, which needs to be cleaned and repaired frequently. When a machine is down for repairs or a product is not properly mixed, maintenance and production costs increase and profits decrease.

Solution:
Mixers with Good Earth Tools Carbide scrapers run smoothly and resist wear. The product is mixed properly and in larger quantities with less downtime, resulting in higher profits.

When batch mixers are clean, fully operable and running smoothly, the scrapers can also run at higher speeds, resulting in more concrete output and more profit!
Get the Good Earth Tools Carbide wall and corner scrapers! Carbide edges do the hard work and keep your mixer running efficiently and effectively.

Our tough carbide-protected parts are designed to fight wear, run longer and perform better, keeping mixers producing.

Bottom scrapers are currently under development, identifying the most impactful area for Carbide.

Case Study: Voeller mixer wear parts - turned to Carbide!

Our customer’s mixer parts lasted only three months before requiring replacement, resulting in downtime, maintenance costs and lost production. Good Earth Tools Carbide scrapers were installed in their Voeller mixer, and they are still running sharp at 15 months!

*That is a 400% increase -- and the parts are still running strong!*

**Features**
- Tough abrasion-resistant steel
- Carbide protected
- Drag reducing cutting edge
- USA designed and manufactured!

**Benefits**
- Carbide lasts exponentially longer
- Better mix resulting in higher quality batch
- Mixer runs more efficiently
- Less maintenance, less downtime

**Results**
- Increased productivity
- Reduced operational costs

Interested in - High Quality? Reduced Downtime? Better Profits?

Call us today at: 636.937.3330 or visit www.GoodEarthTools.com

For 50+ strong years, Good Earth Tools has solved the world’s toughest wear problems. Mining, mixing, material handling, sizing, crushing, blending, separating.

Challenge us to improve your operations with innovated Carbide wear technology. Hard problems? Hard Solutions! Good Earth Tools Carbide Works for You!